AOL ACCELERATES THEIR CASHFLOW
WITH AUTOMATION
Multinational Internet media company focused on delivering mobile-centric, data-enhanced and video-rich experiences
across an open ecosystem and a global marketplace, uses Redwood RunMyJobs® to realize revenue every day.

KEY POINTS
AOL generates inexcess of US$1.4 billion annual revenue from

Initially, AOL relied on slow and risky manual steps to support

internet advertising worldwide.

advertising revenue recognition.

The complex and exacting time-critical billing cycle must process

AOL now uses RunMyJobs to automate its order-to-cash process and

over 500,000 records every day.

support consistent, accurate revenue recognition on a daily basis.

THE BILLING CHALLENGE
AOL, Inc. is a 25-year old worldwide media
company based in New York City. It includes
The Huffington Post Media Group, Advertising.
com, AdTech, The AOL On Network and several
other divisions, all of which are driven by and drive online
advertising.

processes that needed to support order-to-cash. For example,
the process that uploads and locks the delivery on individual
line items, called the Synch program, used custom code to
run as quickly as possible. However, there was no visibility
into when and whether the Synch process was completed
successfully.

Behind its stellar growth is a tremendous increase in backoffice processes – especially billing. AOL is divided into six
regional sales groups that extend from Europe across North
America, and in to Japan. The need for worldwide coordination
among these groups combined with the always-on nature of
internet advertising means that there’s no “down time” during
which the company can process its billing. Its core business
activities run in real-time, all the time.

To overcome the potential for errors, critical processes – such
as billing – were only executed after the maximum time the
Synch process was expected to run, assuming maximum load
on the system. This often meant that management had to
wait hours before they could initiate next steps in the billing
process. This situation built considerable latency in AOL’s time
to recognize advertising revenue.

“AOL’s Senior Technical Manager, Geetanjali Mohidekar says:
We originally relied on a very complex, manual order-to-cash
process supported by SAP® SM37 , IS Media applications and a
great deal of custom development. Our system had to manage
hundreds of millions of usage records each month.” Even with
customization, AOL’s IT team had little visibility of the discrete

After every working day in North America, AOL’s team in India
would diagnose and manually fix any other billing process
errors they discovered as quickly as possible – before the next
North American workday. In many of AOL’s worldwide offices,
people weren’t in the office on Saturday and Sunday, so the
company could not print invoices on those days.

Also, someone had to remember to manually turn off the
billing system over the weekend and restart it again on
Sunday night.
With a manually intensive system, AOL could only realize
revenue in its billing cycle once a week – and even then,

“

only when all its processes were completed correctly.
The situation became even more challenging during the
company’s month-end closing periods. For example, if a
critical team member in India wasn’t at work on the day
the month-end billing arrived, these bills could be delayed
until the following month.

We process more than 500,000 records daily. Since implementing
Redwood we haven’t had a single bad revenue cycle or closing. It’s
completely changed the way we work.
— Geetanjali Mohidekar, Senior Technical Manager, AOL

AN AUTOMATIC SOLUTION
The AOL team needed to coordinate and run many processes
simultaneously across a variety of different applications with
more visibility and automated notification for error handling
at every step.
Lisa Schooling, AOL’s Senior Technical Director, says, “RunMyJobs has
everything we needed. It works seamlessly with all of our applications
including SAP.” Together with the AOL team, Redwood implemented
RunMyJobs in just 11 days. Immediately, AOL set up a separate process
calendar for each regional hub in its enterprise and coordinated activities
across the globe among its media partners with centralized billing for 13
countries.
With automation, AOL transitioned from a difficult, manual cycle that
could only support revenue recognition once a week to a daily automatic
revenue recognition process coordinated across its entire enterprise.
“AOL is a very lean operation that processes high volumes of transactions
on a continual basis. RunMyJobs automates our core business tasks for
revenue recognition and helps us avoid risk with a fast, accurate daily
cash flow. We also use it to coordinate our PeopleSoft human resources
(HR) activities together with several other SAP applications,” says
Mohidekar.
“Our next steps with RunMyJobs will be to automate fixed asset
management and coordinate SAP Financial Accounting (FI) data with
other electronic data from our accounts receivable (AR) lockbox file.”
Mohedikar concludes: “Our lockbox file comes from our bank and details
the check payments that arrive in our account each day. We upload this
file into SAP and compare it to the invoice number we have on record to
close the item in our AR system. Automating this process will speed our
cash and collections.”

For more information, please visit www.redwood.com/runmyjobs

